
NEW BEDFORD PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
 

GRADE 5 - MATHEMATICS CURRICULUM MAP COVER 

2014 – 2015 
 

UNITS: Standards Recommended time frames 
Basic Facts and Mental Math Strategies  Start of school and continuing all year to 

be assessed in June 

Unit 1 – Place Value 5.NBT1, 5.NBT2, 5.NBT3a-b, 

5.NBT4, 

Beginning to End of September 

9/2 – 9/30 

Unit 2 - Geometry 5.G3, 5.G4, Beginning to Mid-October 

10/1-10/10 

Unit 3 - Addition and Subtraction 

   (Whole numbers,  decimals, and fractions) 

5.NBT7, 5.OA1, 5.OA2, 5.NF1,5.NF2,  Mid-October to Beginning of December 

10/14 – 12/5 

Unit 4 - Coordinates MA.5NS1,5.G1, 5.G2, 5.OA3, Beginning to End of December 

12/8-12/23 

Unit 5 – Multiplication 

   (Whole numbers,  decimals, and fractions) 

5.NBT5,5.NBT7, 5.OA1,5.OA2, 

5.MD1, 5.NF4 a-b, 5.NF5a-b, 5.NF6,  

January  

1/5 – 1/30 

Unit 6 - Volume 5.MD3 a-b, 5.MD4, 5.MD5a-c February  

2/2 – 2/27 

Unit 7 - Division  

   Unit 7A – Division (whole numbers and decimals) 

5.NBT6, 5.NBT7, 5.OA1, 5.OA2, 

5.MD1, 

March 

3/2 – 3/31 

   Unit 7B – Fractions and Division  

 

5.NF3, 5.NF7 a-c, 5.MD.2 April  

4/1 – 4/30 

Review  All standards Early May to Mid-May 

5/1 – 5/8 

PARCC testing: 

Performance Based Assessment (PBA): March 16-April 10 computer-based; March 23 – April 3 paper-based  

            End of Year assessment (EOY): May 4 – 29 computer-based;  May 11 – 22 paper-based 

Review and extend  5.NBT.1, 5.NBT.6, 5.NF.2, 5.NF.4, 

5.MD.5 

Mid May to End of School Year 

Final assessments Basic Facts Assessment 

Final District Benchmark 

June  

NBPS Grade 5 Mathematics Curriculum Resources include: this cover sheet, the map section (pages 1 – 22), and an appendix 
 

The 2014-2015 NBPS math curriculum map is aligned to the NBPS standards-based report cards.                                        September 2014  
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This NBPS Math Curriculum map reflects the MA 2011 Mathematics Curriculum Frameworks and is aligned to the Common Core State 

Standards.  Recommendations are included for teaching resources such as Real Math (RM) and suggested pacing.  The Massachusetts 2011 

Mathematics Curriculum Frameworks includes standards for mathematical content as well as the following eight standards of 

Mathematical practice.   

Standards for Mathematical Practice (SMP) 

1. Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.                              5.  Use appropriate tools strategically. 

2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively.             6.  Attend to precision. 

3.  Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others.         7.  Look for and make use of structure. 

4. Model with mathematics.               8.  Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning. 
 

The Standards for Mathematical Practice will need to be an integral part of mathematical instruction.   Many resources are being developed to assist teachers in 

planning for the integration of these standards into lessons, learning activities, unit development, and assessments. See suggested websites noted below and under 

teacher resources throughout the map. 
 

WIDA English Language Development standard 3 - The Language of Mathematics 
English language learners communicate information, ideas and concepts necessary for academic success in the content area of Mathematics.   
 

Unit plans will include specific Performance Indicators (PI) and performance tasks and lesson plans will need to include specific language objectives appropriate 

to the content and ELD level of students.   
 

Below are some free and high quality resources available on the Internet for teachers.  Please see additional online resources listed in the Map and Map Appendix. 
 

Website: Notes:  

 http://katm.org/wp/?page_id=91 Grade level “flip books” with suggestions for integration of Standards for Math Practice for each standard, explanation of the 

content standard, instructional strategy recommendations, student misconceptions to address, etc.  Developed with NC, Ohio, and 

Arizona departments of education. 

http://www.doe.mass.edu/frameworks/

math/0311.pdf 

Massachusetts 2011 Mathematics Curriculum Frameworks which incorporate the Common Core State Standards for content and 

the standards of mathematical practice.   

 www.wida.us WIDA standards for ELL students include specific standards for content areas such as math.  This website has a downloadable 

library of helpful resources and information for teachers.   

www.ati-online.com     

 (select Galileo K-12) 
 

Each teacher will receive access information to the Galileo K-12 program, which will be used for district math assessments and 

intervention options.  Common unit assessments, district benchmark assessments, assessment analysis reports, instructional 

dialogs (instructional supports), and student histories will be available to support standards-based instruction in mathematics. 

www.parcconline.org  

 

PARCC (Partnership for the Assessment of 

Readiness for College and Careers) 

Parent and educator  information and resources.  Educator Resources include informational videos, model content frameworks, 

sample test items and task prototypes, teacher’s guides to accessibility options for students during testing, non-summative 

assessments, professional learning modules, etc. Classroom resources provide additional links to – (1) Achieve the Core -specific 

grade level model lessons and implementation supports, (2) Teaching Channel Common core videos, and (3) Illustrative 

Mathematics Project – math support information, math tasks and solutions, 

http://www.ati-online.com/
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START of SCHOOL and CONTINUING throughout the year 

 

Basic Facts (Basic facts fluency will be assessed at the end of the year) 

Please note:  Basic Facts need to be introduced once the concept of the operation has been understood and students have mental math 

strategies to correctly compute the answer.  Once they understand the operation and have a correct strategy, they will need continuous 

practice to keep their skills sharp.  The strategies listed below can be started in September and incorporated into lessons as appropriate. 

Basic fact fluency is important for developing skills for estimation, mental math, multi-digit computation and operations with fractions in 

order to solve problems. 

 Basic Facts for all operations 

(see A12,A13,B6,B7 in RM Teacher’s manual appendix) 

 

RM: 1.4, Pg. 10-11  and mental math activities integrated into lessons 

RM Games:  D3, D4, D15, D16, D19 

Mental Math in the Middle Grades by Hope, Leutzinger, Reys, and 

Reys 

Math facts programs: e.g. Math Facts in a Flash, Mastering Math 

Facts, www.xtramath.com, www.mathfactcafe.com, or other 

appropriate program 

 

Mental math strategies  

 Apply operations to multi-digit numbers, fractions, and decimals as 

the year progresses. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.xtramath.com/
http://www.mathfactcafe.com/
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EARLY SEPTEMBER to END of SEPTEMBER  (September 2 – September 30) 
 

Domain: Number and Operations in Base Ten  
 

Unit 1:  Place Value 
Standards: Teaching Resources 

Cluster Heading:  Understand the place value system. 

5.NBT.1   Recognize that in a multi-digit number, a digit in one place represents 10 

times as much as it represents in the place to its right and 1/10 of what it represents 

in the place to its left. 

RM:  3.2 Pg. 100 

 

Suggested manipulatives:  base ten materials, abacus, 

number lines, or other appropriate manipulatives.  Use base ten materials to demonstrate place value. (Both whole numbers and 

decimals) 

5.NBT.2  Explain patterns in the number of zeros of the product when multiplying a 

number by powers of 10, and explain patterns in the placement of the decimal point 

when a decimal is multiplied or divided by a power of 10. Use whole-number 

exponents to denote powers of 10. 

RM:  2.1  Pg. 48  

          3.6 Pg. 108-109 

 

Suggested manipulatives:  base ten materials, abacus, 

number lines, or other appropriate manipulatives. 

 

Suggested websites: http://katm.org/wp/?page_id=91 

(Grade 5 flipbook) National Library of Virtual 

Manipulatives 

 

 

 Understand and use appropriate math vocabulary (powers of ten, exponent) 

10
3
 = 1,000  10 is the base, 3 is the exponent, 1,000 is 10 to the third power, or 

1 X 10 X 10 X 10 = 10
3
. 

 Relate powers of ten to expanded form  

     2,000     +     700       +      50        +      3  

      (2 x 1,000) +  (7 x 100)  +  (5 x 10)   +  (3 x 1)  

        (2 x 10
3
)   +  (7 x 10

2
)  +  (5 x 10

1
)  +  (3 x 1) 
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EARLY SEPTEMBER to END of SEPTEMBER  (September 2 – September 30) 
 

Domain: Number and Operations in Base Ten 
 

Unit 1:  Place Value (continued) 
Standards: Teaching Resources 

Cluster Heading:  Understand the place value system. 
5.NBT.3  Read, write, and compare decimals to thousandths. RM:  1.1 Order Game (extend with decimals) 

          1.3 Pg. 8-9  (extend with decimals) 

          3.1 Pg. 96 

          3.2 Pg. 101 

          3.3 Pg. 102-103 

 

Suggested manipulatives:  base ten materials, abacus, 

number lines, or other appropriate manipulatives. 

 

Suggested websites: http://katm.org/wp/?page_id=91 

(Grade 5 flipbook)  

 

5.NBT.3a  Read and write decimals to thousandths using base-ten numerals, 

number names, and expanded form, e.g., 

347.392 = 3  100 + 4  10 + 7  1 + 3  (1/10) + 9  (1/100) + 2  (1/1000). 

 Identify and write numbers in various forms. 

 Identify place value in numbers.  

 Use base ten to demonstrate place value to hundredths. 

 
             One whole                           tenth                             hundredth 

             1                                      1/10                               1/100 

           1.0                                    0.1                                  0.01 

 Write numbers in words and expanded form.   
From Example 

Standard 1,752 

Word One thousand seven hundred fifty-two 

Expanded 1,000 + 700 + 50 + 2; 1 × 1,000 + 7 × 100 + 5 × 10 + 2 

1 thousand, 7 hundreds, 5 tens, 2 ones 
 

5.NBT.3b  Compare two decimals to thousandths based on meanings of the digits in 

each place, using >, =, and < symbols to record the results of comparisons. 

 Compare and order numbers. 

 Use place value to compare two numbers and use the symbols < , =, and > to 

show the comparison and how to read numbers. 

 Use place value to order numbers (ascending and descending). 

 Use a number line to locate, compare, and order numbers 
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EARLY SEPTEMBER to END of SEPTEMBER  (September 2 – September 30) 

Domain: Number and Operations in Base Ten 
 

Unit 1:  Place Value (continued) 
Standards: Teaching Resources 

Cluster Heading:  Understand the place value system. 

Please note:  The application piece for rounding will be addressed when using estimation to judge the reasonableness of your answer for 

all mathematical processes.  Be sure that students round numbers BEFORE calculating their answers. 

5.NBT.4   Use place value understanding to round decimals to any place RM:  3.10 Pg. 122-123 

Suggested manipulatives:  base ten materials, abacus, 

number lines, or other appropriate manipulatives. 

Suggested websites: http://katm.org/wp/?page_id=91 

(Grade 5 flipbook)  

Building Blocks CD: estimation activities 

 Round decimal numbers to any place value. 

 Use a number line to round decimal numbers. 

 

 

BEGINNING OF OCTOBER to MID-OCTOBER  (October 1 - October 10) 
 

Domain: Geometry 
 

Unit 2:  Geometry 
Standards: Teaching Resources 

Cluster Heading:  Classify two-dimensional figures into categories based on their properties 

5.G.3  Understand that attributes belonging to a category of two-dimensional figures 

also belong to all subcategories of that category. For example, all rectangles have four 

right angles and squares are rectangles, so all squares have four right angles. 

RM:  9.1 Pg. 402-405               9.3 Pg. 410-413 

          9.10 Pg. 438-441             9.11 Pg. 443-445A 
 

Suggested manipulatives:  Pattern blocks, attribute 

blocks,  

Tangrams, Geoboards, or other appropriate 

manipulatives. 
 

Suggested Web Site:  National Library of Virtual 

Manipulatives-Attribute blocks, 

http://katm.org/wp/?page_id=91 (Grade 5 flipbook)  

 

5.G.4  Classify two-dimensional figures in a hierarchy based on properties. 

 Explain/expose the differences between regular and irregular figures. 

 Classify two-dimensional figures by the number of sides. 

 Classify two-dimensional figures base on the presence or absence of parallel or 

perpendicular lines, the presence or absence of angles of a specified size, or the 

presence or absence of congruent sides. 

 Classify triangles by both sides and angles. (Sides-Equilateral, Isosceles, Scalene    

Angles-Equiangular, Acute, Obtuse, and Right) 
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MID - OCTOBER to BEGINNING OF DECEMBER  (October 14 - December 5) 
 

Domains: Number and Operations in Base Ten, Operations and Algebraic Thinking, Number and Operations – Fractions 
 

Unit 3:  Addition and Subtraction (Whole Numbers, Decimals, and Fractions) 
Standards: Teaching Resources 

Cluster Heading:  Write and interpret numerical expressions. 

5.OA.1  Use parentheses, brackets, or braces in numerical expressions, and evaluate 

expressions with these symbols. 

RM:  1.5 Pg. 16-19 

5.OA.2   Write simple expressions that record calculations with numbers, and 

interpret numerical expressions without evaluating them. For example, express the 

calculation “Add 8 and 7, then multiply by 2” as 2 × (8 + 7). Recognize that 3 × 

(18932 + 921) is three times as large as 18932 + 921, without having to calculate 

the indicated sum or product. 

See additional resources on page 1. As we gain familiarity with 

the new core standards, additional resources will become 

available. 

Suggested websites: http://katm.org/wp/?page_id=91 

(Grade 5 flipbook)  

Cluster Heading:  Perform operations with multi-digit whole numbers and with decimals to hundredths. 

5.NBT.7  Add, subtract, multiply, and divide decimals to hundredths, using 

concrete models or drawings and strategies based on place value, properties of 

operations, and/or the relationship between addition and subtraction; relate the 

strategy to a written method and explain the reasoning used. 

RM:  1.7  Pg. 22-25              1.8  Pg. 26-29     

          1.9  Pg. 30-31              3.1  Pg. 97 

          3.4  Pg. 104-105          3.5  Pg. 107-107 

          4.4  Pg. 160-161 

See Arithmetic Laws-Lesson 1.6 

 

Application:  Pg. 12-13          Pg. 34-36 

                      Pg. 99 (Game) 

 

Suggested Web Site:  National Library of Virtual 

Manipulatives- Base Blocks Decimals, 

http://katm.org/wp/?page_id=91 (Grade 5 flipbook)  

 

RM Games:  D22, D24, D25 

Building Blocks CD: Function Machine 

 Use subtraction to check addition problems and addition to check subtraction.   

(Ex. n – 23 = 19 is equivalent to 19 + 23 = n) 

 Write and solve problems using common addition and subtraction problem 

types. 

(See Gr. 5 Map Appendix – MA 2011 table 1) 

 Find the sum and difference of multi-digit numbers in both the vertical and 

horizontal positions, first using base ten materials, and then paper and pencil. 

 Use estimation/rounding to judge the reasonableness of your answer. 

 Find sums and differences of positive decimals to hundredths, first using base 

ten materials and then paper and pencil. 

 Create an input-output table, process diagram, or a “What’s My Rule” table and 

explain the rule. 
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MID - OCTOBER to BEGINNING OF DECEMBER  (October 14 - December 5) 
 

Domains: Number and Operations in Base Ten, Operations and Algebraic Thinking, Number and Operations – Fractions 
 

Unit 3:  Addition and Subtraction (Whole Numbers, Decimals, and Fractions) continued 
Standards: Teaching Resources 

Please Note:  Students should use their understanding of fraction equivalence and their skill in generating equivalent fractions from 4
th

 

grade standards as a strategy to add and subtract fractions, including fractions with unlike denominators. (PARCC):  

o 4.NF.1   Explain why a fraction a/b is equivalent to a fraction (n  a)/(n  b) by using visual fraction models, with attention to how the number 

and size of the parts differ even though the two fractions themselves are the same size. Use this principle to recognize and generate equivalent 

fractions. (Multiply by a form of one) 

o 4.NF.2   Compare two fractions with different numerators and different denominators, e.g., by creating common denominators or numerators, 

or by comparing to a benchmark fraction such as 1/2. Recognize that comparisons are valid only when the two fractions refer to the same 

whole. Record the results of comparisons with symbols >, =, or <, and justify the conclusions, e.g., by using a visual fraction model. 

o 4.OA.4   Find all factor pairs for a whole number in the range 1–100. Recognize that a whole number is a multiple of each of its factors. 

Determine whether a given whole number in the range 1–100 is a multiple of a given one-digit number. Determine whether a given whole 

number in the range 1–100 is prime or composite. 

Cluster Heading:  Use equivalent fractions as a strategy to add and subtract fractions. 

5.NF.1 - Add and subtract fractions with unlike denominators (including mixed 

numbers) by replacing given fractions with equivalent fractions in such a way as to 

produce an equivalent sum or difference of fractions with like denominators. For 

example, 

 2/3 + 5/4 = 8/12 + 15/12 = 23/12. (In general, a/b + c/d = (ad + bc)/bd.)  

MA Model Curriculum Unit: Add and Subtract 

Fractions (NF1, NF2) 
 

RM:  2.9 Enrichment and Teachers Ed. 74B Strategy 

Building 

          6.4 Pg. 254-257            6.5 Pg. 258-261 

          6.6 Pg. 262-263            6.7 Pg. 268-271  

          6.10 Pg. 278-279          6.11 Pg. 280-281 

          6.12 Pg. 282-283          7.1 Pg. 298-299 

          7.3 Pg. 302-303            7.4 Pg. 304-305 

Application:  Pg. 284-286 
 

Suggested websites: http://katm.org/wp/?page_id=91 

(Grade 5 flipbook), National Library of Virtual 

Manipulatives – fraction activities 
RM Games:  D7, D8, D11, D12, D13, D14 

 Rewrite a fraction greater than 1 as a mixed number or as a whole number. 

 Rewrite a mixed number or whole number as an improper fraction. 

 Identify and determine common equivalent fractions and mixed numbers.  Use 

visual models and manipulatives. 

 Use prime factorizations to find GCF and LCM using a variety of strategies, 

e.g., factor trees, listing equivalent fractions, Venn diagrams, and division of 

common factors. 

 Multiply a fraction by an equivalent of one (1= 2/2 or 3/3 etc.) to find an 

equivalent fractions. 
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MID - OCTOBER to BEGINNING OF DECEMBER  (October 14 - December 5) 
 

Domains: Number and Operations in Base Ten, Operations and Algebraic Thinking, Number and Operations – Fractions 
 

Unit 3:  Addition and Subtraction (Whole Numbers, Decimals, and Fractions)  - continued 
Standards: Teaching Resources 

Cluster Heading:  Use equivalent fractions as a strategy to add and subtract fractions. 

5.NF.2 - Solve word problems involving addition and subtraction of fractions 

referring to the same whole, including cases of unlike denominators, e.g., by using 

visual fraction models or equations to represent the problem. Use benchmark 

fractions and number sense of fractions to estimate mentally and assess the 

reasonableness of answers. For example, recognize an incorrect result 2/5 + 1/2 = 

3/7, by observing that 3/7 < 1/2. 

MA Model Curriculum Unit: Add and Subtract 

Fractions (NF1, NF2) 

 

RM:  6.4 pg. 254-257       6.5 pg. 258-262 

         6.10 pg. 278-279      6.11 pg. 280-281 

         6.12 pg. 282-283      7.5 Pg. 306-307 

Exploring Problem Solving pg. 285-286 

 

Suggested Web Site:  National Library of Virtual 

Manipulatives-various fraction activities. 

http://katm.org/wp/?page_id=91 (Grade 5 flipbook)  

 

Suggested manipulatives: fraction bars, fraction circles, 

fraction towers, fraction squares, number lines, fraction 

rulers. 

 

Building Blocks CD: Function Machine 

 Use previous understanding of fractions to visually represent 

addition/subtraction. (i.e.; Using number lines, pattern blocks, or other 

fractional manipulatives) 

 Write and solve problems using common addition and subtraction problem 

types. 

(See Gr. 5 Map Appendix – MA 2011 table 1) 

 Use estimation/rounding to judge the reasonableness of your answer. 

 Create an input-output table, process diagram, or a “What’s My Rule” table and 

explain the rule. 
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MID-DECEMBER to END OF DECEMBER  (December 8 - December 23) 
 

Domains: Operations and Algebraic Thinking, Geometry, and the Number System 
 

Unit 4:  Coordinates 
Standards: Teaching Resources 

Cluster Heading:  Gain familiarity with concepts of positive and negative integers.  

MA.5.NS.1.  Use positive and negative integers to describe quantities such as 

temperature above/below zero, elevation above/below sea level, or credit/debit. 

RM:  2.11 Pg. 80-81 

 

Suggested websites: http://katm.org/wp/?page_id=91 

(Grade 5 flipbook)   Use a vertical/horizontal number line to visualize positive/negative integers. 

Cluster Heading:  Graph points on the coordinate plane to solve real world and mathematical problems. 

5.G.1  Use a pair of perpendicular number lines, called axes, to define a coordinate 

system, with the intersection of the lines (the origin) arranged to coincide with the 0 

on each line and a given point in the plane located by using an ordered pair of 

numbers, called its coordinates. Understand that the first number indicates how far 

to travel from the origin in the direction of one axis, and the second number 

indicates how far to travel in the direction of the second axis, with the convention 

that the names of the two axes and the coordinates correspond (e.g., x-axis and x-

coordinate, y-axis and y-coordinate). 

RM:  5.1  Pg. 194-197 

          5.2  Pg. 198-199 

          5.3  Pg. 200-201 

          5.4 pg. 202-205 

          5.5 pg. 206-207 

          12.9  Pg. 594-597 

          12.11 Pg. 600-601 

 

Suggested websites: http://katm.org/wp/?page_id=91 

(Grade 5 flipbook) National Library of Virtual 

Manipulatives – graphing activities 

 

 Plot and label points on a coordinate grid (first quadrant only).  Write the 

ordered number pair for each point. 
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MID-DECEMBER to END OF DECEMBER  (December 8 - December 23) 
 

Domains: Operations and Algebraic Thinking, Geometry, and the Number System 
 

Unit 4:  Coordinates  - continued 
Standards: Teaching Resources 

Cluster Heading:  Graph points on the coordinate plane to solve real world and mathematical problems. 

5.G.2  Represent real-world and mathematical problems by graphing points in the first 

quadrant of the coordinate plane, and interpret coordinate values of points in the context of 

the situation. 

*See previous resources for 5.G.1 
 

Suggested manipulatives:  grid paper, coordinate 

grid templates, or other appropriate manipulatives. 
 

RM Games: D2 
 

Suggested websites: 
http://katm.org/wp/?page_id=91 (Grade 5 flipbook) 

National Library of Virtual Manipulatives 
 

Building Blocks CD: Function machines 

 Demonstrate and explain how two variables are related, e.g., “Add two to a number to 

get 5” or “ To find the cost I multiply $2 times the number of notebooks.”   

 Create an input-output table, process diagram, or a “What’s My Rule” table and explain 

the rule. 

 Analyze graphs to highlight trends or patterns, e.g. as the number of pencils bought 

increases the cost increases, or the number of failing grades decreases as the amount of 

time studying increases. 

 Discuss predictions for trends and give reasonable explanations. 

 Interpret mathematical relationships using a variety of strategies: words, number 

sentences, and visual representations. 

Cluster Heading:  Analyze patterns and relationships 

5.OA3 -  Generate two numerical patterns using two given rules. Identify apparent 

relationships between corresponding terms. Form ordered pairs consisting of corresponding 

terms from the two patterns, and graph the ordered pairs on a coordinate plane. For 

example, given the rule “Add 3” and the starting number 0, and given the rule “Add 6” and 

the starting number 0, generate terms in the resulting sequences, and observe that the terms 

in one sequence are twice the corresponding terms in the other sequence. Explain informally 

why this is so. 

RM: 4.4 pg. 160-161    4.5 pg. 166-167 

        4.6 pg. 168-169     4.10 pg. 178– 179 

         see 5G1 

Suggested websites: 
http://katm.org/wp/?page_id=91 (Grade 5 flipbook) 

National Library of Virtual Manipulatives – 

function machines 
 

Suggested manipulatives:  grid paper, coordinate 

grid templates, or other appropriate manipulatives. 
 

Building Blocks CD: Function Machine 

 Explain orally or in writing the difference between a constant and a variable. 

 Create an input-output table, process diagram, or a “What’s My Rule” table and explain 

the rule. 
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BEGINNING OF JANUARY to END OF JANUARY  (January 5 - January 30) 
 

Domains: Number and Operations in Base Ten, Operations and Algebraic Thinking, Measurement and Data, Number and Operations – Fractions 
 

 

Unit 5:  Multiplication (Whole Numbers, Decimals, and Fractions) 
Standards: Teaching Resources 

Cluster Heading:  Perform operations with multi-digit whole numbers and with decimals to hundredths. 

Please Note:  Start with basic models of multiplication such as arrays and area model.  Move to models such as grid multiplication and 

partial products before moving on to standard algorithm so that students have an understanding of why the standard algorithm works. 

5.NBT.5  Fluently multiply multi-digit whole numbers using the standard 

algorithm. 

RM:  2.2 Pg. 50-53               2.3 Pg. 54-55 

          10.3 Pg. 470-473 

Suggested Web Site:  National Library of Virtual 

Manipulatives– Rectangle multiplication, 

http://katm.org/wp/?page_id=91 (Grade 5 flipbook)  

 

 

 Application: Find the area of a rectangle or square with whole number length 

sides.  Apply formulas where appropriate.  Use diagrams with and without 

numbers to model the calculations required in the standard algorithm. 

 Relate the standard algorithm to partial products or grid multiplication method. 

See A16 in RM Teacher’s Manual 

5.NBT.7 - Add, subtract, multiply, and divide decimals to hundredths, using 

concrete models or drawings and strategies based on place value, properties of 

operations, and/or the relationship between addition and subtraction; relate the 

strategy to a written method and explain the reasoning used. 

RM:  2.4 Pg. 56-57              2.5 Pg. 58-61 

          3.9 Pg. 118-121          3.11 Pg. 126-127 

          4.5 Pg. 166-167          4.6 Pg. 168-169 

          11.1 Pg. 524-525        11.2 Pg. 526-529 

*See Arithmetic Laws- Lesson 1.6 

Application:  Pg. 62-63 
 

Suggested websites: http://katm.org/wp/?page_id=91 

(Grade 5 flipbook) National Library of Virtual 

Manipulatives – Decimal blocks 
 

Suggested manipulatives: number lines, decimal squares, 
 

RM  Games:  D23 

 Solve problems involving multiplication of numbers including various problem 

types.  (See Appendix – MA 2011 Table 2) 

 Use estimation/rounding to judge the reasonableness of your answer. 

 Create an input-output table, process diagram, or a “What’s My Rule” table and 

explain the rule. 
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BEGINNING OF JANUARY to END OF JANUARY  (January 5- January 30) 
 

Domains: Number and Operations in Base Ten, Operations and Algebraic Thinking, Measurement and Data, Number and Operations – Fractions 
 

Unit 5:  Multiplication (Whole Numbers, Decimals, and Fractions) continued 
Standards: Teaching Resources 

Cluster Heading:  Write and interpret numerical expressions. 

5.OA.1  Use parentheses, brackets, or braces in numerical expressions, and evaluate 

expressions with these symbols. 

RM: 1.5 pg. 16-19      

 

See additional resources on page 1. As we gain familiarity with 

the new core standards, additional resources will become 

available. 

Suggested websites: http://katm.org/wp/?page_id=91 

(Grade 5 flipbook)  

5.OA.2   Write simple expressions that record calculations with numbers, and 

interpret numerical expressions without evaluating them. For example, express the 

calculation “Add 8 and 7, then multiply by 2” as 2 × (8 + 7). Recognize that 3 × 

(18932 + 921) is three times as large as 18932 + 921, without having to calculate 

the indicated sum or product. 

Cluster Heading:  Convert like measurement units within a given measurement system. 

5.MD.1.  Convert among different-sized standard measurement units within a given 

measurement system (e.g., convert 5 cm to 0.05 m), and use these conversions in 

solving multi-step, real-world problems. 

RM: 3.7 pg. 110-111 

*See 5.MD.1 in division unit.  Most conversions included 

both multiplication and division. 

 

Suggested manipulatives:  rulers, number lines, tape 

measures (cm and inches) measuring cups, or other 

appropriate manipulatives. 

 

Suggested Web Site:  National Library of Virtual 

Manipulatives-Converting Units, 

http://katm.org/wp/?page_id=91 (Grade 5 flipbook)  

 

 Solve problems involving simple unit conversions within a given measurement 

system such as: 12 inches = one foot, 3 feet = 1 yard, 4 cups = 1 quart. 

 Select and use appropriate operations to convert units of measurements. 

(ex. Using multiplication to convert larger units to smaller units within a 

specific system of measurement) 

 Create an input-output table to solve simple unit conversions: 
  Feet  inches 

1 12 inches 

2 24 inches 

3 ? 
 

 Solve problems involving simple unit conversions within the metric system 

such as:  100 cm = 1 m, 1,000 m = 1 km, 1 L = 1,000 ml, 1,000 g = 1 kg 

 Solve problems involving metric units such as centimeters to meters or using 

money to hundredths place ($1.00, dimes, pennies).   
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BEGINNING OF JANUARY to END OF JANUARY  (January 5 - January 30) 
 

Domains: Number and Operations in Base Ten, Operations and Algebraic Thinking, Measurement and Data, Number and Operations – Fractions 

 

Unit 5:  Multiplication (Whole Numbers, Decimals, and Fractions) continued 
Standards: Teaching Resources 

Cluster Heading:  Apply and extend previous understandings of multiplication and division to multiply and divide fractions. 

5.NF.4   Apply and extend previous understandings of multiplication to multiply a fraction or whole number by a 

fraction. 

MA Model Curriculum 

Unit: Multiplication of 

Fractions (NF3, NF4, NF5) 

 NF3 could easily be 

incorporated into this 

unit as well as in unit 

7B 

 

RM:  6.1 Pg. 244-247 

          6.2 Pg. 248-249 

  

Suggested Web Site:  
National Library of Virtual 

Manipulatives – Fraction 

Multiplication, (Grade 5 

flipbook) - 

http://katm.org/wp/?page_id

=91  

 

 

Suggested materials: grid 

paper, graph paper, fraction 

rulers, paper unit squares, 

tiles, fraction bars, grid 

paper. 

 

 

 

 Use estimation/rounding to judge the reasonableness of your answer. 

5.NF.4a   Interpret the product (a/b)  q as a parts of a partition of q into b equal parts; equivalently, as the result 

of a sequence of operations a  q ÷ b. For example, use a visual fraction model to show (2/3)  4 = 8/3, and create 

a story context for this equation. Do the same with (2/3)  (4/5) = 8/15. (In general, (a/b)  (c/d) = ac/bd.) 

 Use fraction manipulatives to show that 4 x 2/3 means the same as 8 thirds or adding 2/3 four times - 2/3 + 2/3 

+ 2/3 + 2/3 = 8/3. 

 Interpret the product of a whole number and a fraction as equal to the product of the whole number times the 

numerator divided by the denominator, i.e.,  3 x 2/5  equals 3 x 2 fifths or 6 fifths. 

 Create a word problem that involves multiplying a fraction by a whole number. 

 Use visual models to show multiplication of fractions. (see suggested websites) 

 Interpret the product of a fraction times a fraction as the product of the numerators divided by the product of 

the denominators. 

 Create a story context for multiplying fractions. 

5.NF.4b   Find the area of a rectangle with fractional side lengths by tiling it with unit squares of the appropriate 

unit fraction side lengths, and show that the area is the same as would be found by multiplying the side lengths. 

Multiply fractional side lengths to find areas of rectangles, and represent fraction products as rectangular areas. 

 Draw a representation of a fraction times a fraction using a unit square. (see suggested website) 

                                              

                        1/2                                   1/2  x 2/3 = 2/6 

 

  

  

        
 

2/3 
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BEGINNING OF JANUARY to END OF JANUARY  (January 5 - January 30) 
 

Domains: Number and Operations in Base Ten, Operations and Algebraic Thinking, Measurement and Data, Number and Operations – Fractions 
 

Unit 5:  Multiplication (Whole Numbers, Decimals, and Fractions)  - continued 
Standards: Teaching Resources 

Cluster Heading:  Apply and extend previous understandings of multiplication and division to multiply and divide fractions. 

5.NF.5 Interpret multiplication as scaling (resizing) 

       5.NF.5a  Comparing the size of a product to the size of one factor on the basis    

      of the size of the other factor, without performing the indicated multiplication. 

      5.NF.5b   Explaining why multiplying a given number by a fraction greater than                                                                  

      1 results in a product greater than the given number (recognizing multiplication  

      by whole numbers greater than 1 as a familiar case); explaining why  

      multiplying a given number by a fraction less than 1 results in a product smaller  

      than the given number; and relating the principle of fraction equivalence a/b =  

      (n  a)/(n  b) to the effect of multiplying a/b by 1. 
 

See additional resources on page 1. As we gain 

familiarity with the new core standards, additional 

resources will become available. 

 

 

Suggested websites: 
http://katm.org/wp/?page_id=91 (Grade 5 

flipbook) National Library of Virtual 

Manipulatives – fraction activities 

 
 Explain the effect that the different sizes of a factor has to the product, i.e., 4 x 5 would be 

less than 8 x 5  or 2 x 3 would be less than 2 x 9. 

 Relate the multiplicative identity ( x 1) to fraction multiplication, i.e., the result of 

multiplying any fraction by 1 gives an equivalent fraction.      
               2     x     3      =     6                          2     =     6 

               3            3              9                          3            9 

 Explain why multiplying a fraction by a factor less than one would give a smaller fraction 

value than the original fraction, i.e., 2/3 x ½ = 1/3.  

 Explain why multiplying a fraction by a number greater than 1 gives a larger value. 

5.NF.6 - Solve real-world problems involving multiplication of fractions and mixed numbers, 

e.g., by using visual fraction models or equations to represent the problem. 

RM lessons: Unit 6, 7.5 pg. 306-307 

Suggested Manipulatives: Fraction bars, 

fraction towers, fraction circles, fraction rulers, 

or other appropriate manipulatives. 

 

Suggested Web Site:  National Library of 

Virtual Manipulatives- fraction rectangle 

multiplication  

 Solve problems involving multiplication of numbers including various problem types.  (See 

Appendix – MA 2011 Table 2) 

 Use estimation/rounding to judge the reasonableness of your answer. 
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FEBRUARY  (February 2- February 27) 
 

Domain: Measurement and Data 
 

Unit 6:  Volume 
Standards: Teaching Resources 

Cluster Heading:  Geometric Measurement:  Understand concepts of volume and relate volume to multiplication and addition. 

5.MD.3  Recognize volume as an attribute of solid figures and understand concepts of volume 

measurement.  

5.MD.3a  A cube with side length 1 unit, called a “unit cube,” is said to have “one cubic unit” of 

volume, and can be used to measure volume.  

5.MD.3b  A solid figure which can be packed without gaps or overlaps using n unit cubes is said to 

have a volume of n cubic units. 

RM: 10.13 Pg. 506-509 

 

Suggested Manipulatives: Rectangular 

prism or cubic containers – such as shoe 

boxes, Cuisenaire rods, geo-solids, snap 

cubes, linking cubes, cubes (in, cm), or 

other appropriate manipulatives. 

 

Note: Students may use snap cubes to 

construct three dimensional rectangular 

prisms or cubes and calculate the 

volume. 

5.MD.4  Measure volumes by counting unit cubes, using cubic cm, cubic in, cubic ft, and improvised 

units. 

5.MD.5  Relate volume to the operations of multiplication and addition and solve real-world and 

mathematical problems involving volume.  

5.MD.5a  Find the volume of a right rectangular prism with whole-number side lengths by packing 

it with unit cubes, and show that the volume is the same as would be found by multiplying the edge 

lengths, equivalently by multiplying the height by the area of the base. Represent threefold whole-

number products as volumes, e.g., to represent the associative property of multiplication 

5.MD.5b  Apply the formulas V = l  w  h and V = b  h for rectangular prisms to find volumes of 

right rectangular prisms with whole-number edge lengths in the context of solving real-world and 

mathematical problems.  

5.MD.5c  Recognize volume as additive. Find volumes of solid figures composed of two non-

overlapping right rectangular prisms by adding the volumes of the non-overlapping parts, applying 

this technique to solve real-world problems. 

 Explain that the volume represents the area of the base times the number of “layers” or height of the 

figure. (Showing each layer in a different color may help students visualize the layers) 

 A three dimensional figure composed of a two right rectangular prisms has a volume equal to the 

sum of the volumes of both solids. 

 Solve real world problems involving volume and give answers in the correct cubic unit. 
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MARCH  (March 2 - March 31) 
 

Domains: Number and Operations in Base Ten, Operations and Algebraic Thinking, Measurement and Data, Number and Operations – Fractions 
 

Unit 7A:  Division (Whole Numbers and Decimals) 
Standards: Teaching Resources 

Cluster Heading:  Perform operations with multi-digit whole numbers and with decimals to hundredths. 

5.NBT.6 Find whole-number quotients of whole numbers with up to four-digit 

dividends and two-digit divisors, using strategies based on place value, the 

properties of operations, and/or the relationship between multiplication and 

division. Illustrate and explain the calculation by using equations, rectangular 

arrays, and/or area models. 

RM: 2.6 Pg. 66-67               2.7 Pg. 68-71 

          5.6 Pg. 212-213           5.7 Pg. 214-217 

          8.7 Pg. 358-359           8.8 Pg. 360-363 

          8.10 Pg. 370-371 

 

Suggested websites: http://katm.org/wp/?page_id=91 

(Grade 5 flipbook) National Library of Virtual 

Manipulatives 
 

RM Games:  D23 

 Solve problems involving division of numbers including various problem types.  

(See Appendix – MA 2011 Table 2) 

 Accurately, divide a three-digit dividend by two-digit divisor with and without 

remainders. 

5.NBT.7 - Add, subtract, multiply, and divide decimals to hundredths, using 

concrete models or drawings and strategies based on place value, properties of 

operations, and/or the relationship between addition and subtraction; relate the 

strategy to a written method and explain the reasoning used. 

RM:  3.12 Pg. 128-131           3.13 Pg. 132-133 

          3.14 Pg. 134-137           3.15 Pg. 138-139 

          5.10 Pg. 222-223           5.11 Pg. 224-227 

          11.8 Pg. 550-551           11.9 Pg. 552-553 

*See Arithmetic Law- Lesson 1.6     

Application:  Pg. 82-84 

 

Suggested Manipulatives: base ten materials, decimal 

squares, decimal towers, fraction rulers, etc.  

Suggested Web Site:  National Library of Virtual 

Manipulatives 

 

 

 

 

 Solve problems involving division of numbers including various problem types.  

(See Appendix – MA 2011 Table 2) 

 Use estimation/rounding to judge the reasonableness of your answer. 

 Create an input-output table, process diagram, or a “What’s My Rule” table and 

explain the rule. 

input output 

  1 1.75 

  2 3.50 

  3 5.25 

  6 ? 

  ? 15.75 
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MARCH  (March 2 - March 31) 
 

Domains: Number and Operations in Base Ten, Operations and Algebraic Thinking, Measurement and Data, Number and Operations – Fractions  

Unit 7A:  Division (Whole Numbers and Decimals) - continued 
Standards: Teaching Resources 

Cluster Heading:  Write and interpret numerical expressions. 

5.OA.1  Use parentheses, brackets, or braces in numerical expressions, and evaluate 

expressions with these symbols. 

RM: 1.5 pg. 16-19      

 
See additional resources on page 1. As we gain familiarity with 

the new core standards, additional resources will become 

available. 

5.OA.2   Write simple expressions that record calculations with numbers, and 

interpret numerical expressions without evaluating them. For example, express the 

calculation “Add 8 and 7, then multiply by 2” as 2 × (8 + 7). Recognize that 3 × 

(18932 + 921) is three times as large as 18932 + 921, without having to calculate 

the indicated sum or product. 

Cluster Heading:  Convert like measurement units within a given measurement system. 

5.MD.1.  Convert among different-sized standard measurement units within a given 

measurement system (e.g., convert 5 cm to 0.05 m), and use these conversions in 

solving multi-step, real-world problems. 

RM:  2.10 Pg. 76-79 

          3.7 Pg. 110-111 

          12.3 Pg. 572-575 

          12.4 Pg. 576-577 

          12.5 Pg. 578-581 

 

Suggested manipulatives:  rulers, measuring cups, or other 

appropriate manipulatives. 

 

Suggested Web Site:  National Library of Virtual 

Manipulatives-Converting Units. 

 Solve problems involving simple unit conversions within a given measurement 

system such as: 12 inches = one foot, 3 feet = 1 yard, 4 cups = 1 quart. 

 Select and use appropriate operations to convert units of measurements. 

(ex. Using multiplication to convert larger units to smaller units and using 

division to convert smaller units to larger units within a specific system of 

measurement) 

 Create input/output tables to solve simple unit conversions: 
  Inches  Feet 

12 inches 1 Foot 

24 inches 2 Feet 

36 inches ? 
 

 Solve problems involving simple unit conversions within the metric system 

such as:  100 cm = 1 m, 1,000 m = 1 km, 1 L = 1,000 ml, 1,000 g = 1 kg 

 Solve problems involving metric units such as centimeters to meters or using 

money to hundredths place ($1.00, dimes, pennies).   
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APRIL (April 1 to April 30) 
 

Domains: Number and Operations in Base Ten, Operations and Algebraic Thinking, Measurement and Data, Number and Operations – Fractions 
 

Unit 7B:  Fractions and Division - continued 
Standards: Teaching Resources 

Cluster Heading:  Apply and extend previous understandings of multiplication and division to multiply and divide fractions. 

5.NF.3 - Interpret a fraction as division of the numerator by the denominator (a/b = a  b). 

Solve word problems involving division of whole numbers leading to answers in the form of 

fractions or mixed numbers, e.g., by using visual fraction models or equations to represent the 

problem. For example, interpret 3/4 as the result of dividing 3 by 4, noting that 3/4 multiplied 

by 4 equals 3, and that when 3 wholes are shared equally among 4 people each person has a 

share of size 3/4. If 9 people want to share a 50-pound sack of rice equally by weight, how 

many pounds of rice should each person get? Between what two whole numbers does your 

answer lie? 

RM:  7.6 Pg. 312-31 

 

Suggested Manipulatives and materials: 

Fraction bars, fraction towers, fraction circles, 

fraction rulers, grid paper, other appropriate 

manipulatives. 

 

 

Modeled drawing strategies are very helpful for 

students to represent the various division 

situations.  The use of a rectangular bar diagram 

is often easier than a circle figure to divide into 

equal parts. 

 Explain the purpose of the denominator and numerator in fractions.  

 Use visual fraction models (manipulatives or drawings) to show fractions as division. 

 Solve problems involving division of numbers including various problem types.  (See 

Appendix – MA 2011 Table 2) 

If 3 pies were divided by 4 people, there would be what fraction of a pie per person? 

¾ of a pie per person  [How much for each person is the How many in each group? type] 
 

 

  

 

     If there are 3 pies and the serving for each person is ¾, How many servings can be made?   

      4 servings    [How many groups?] 
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APRIL (April 1 to April 30) 
 

Domains: Number and Operations in Base Ten, Operations and Algebraic Thinking, Measurement and Data, Number and Operations – Fractions 
 

Unit 7B:  Fractions and Division  - continued 
Standards: Teaching Resources 

Cluster Heading:  Apply and extend previous understandings of multiplication and division to multiply and divide fractions. 

5.NF.7   Apply and extend previous understandings of division to divide unit fractions 

by whole numbers and whole numbers by unit fractions.
1
 

5.NF.7a   Interpret division of a unit fraction by a non-zero whole number, and 

compute such quotients. For example, create a story context for (1/3) ÷ 4, and use a 

visual fraction model to show the quotient. Use the relationship between 

multiplication and division to explain that (1/3) ÷ 4 = 1/12 because (1/12)  4 = 1/3. 

5.NF.7 b   Interpret division of a whole number by a unit fraction, and compute such 

quotients. For example, create a story context for 4 ÷ (1/5), and use a visual fraction 

model to show the quotient. Use the relationship between multiplication and division 

to explain that 4 ÷ (1/5) = 20 because 20  (1/5) = 4. 

5.NF.7c   Solve real-world problems involving division of unit fractions by non-zero 

whole numbers and division of whole numbers by unit fractions, e.g., by using 

visual fraction models and equations to represent the problem. For example, how 

much chocolate will each person get if 3 people share 1/2 lb of chocolate equally? 

How many 1/3-cup servings are in 2 cups of raisins? 

RM:  7.9 Pg. 320-321 

 

Suggested Manipulatives and materials: Fraction 

bars, fraction towers, fraction circles, fraction rulers, 

grid paper, other appropriate manipulatives. 

 

 

Modeled drawing strategies are very helpful for 

students to represent the various division situations.  

The use of a rectangular bar diagram is often easier 

than a circle figure to divide into equal parts. 

 Create and solve story problems involving division of unit fractions by whole 

numbers (1/3 ÷ 4) and a whole number divided by a unit fraction (4 ÷  1/5) including 

various problem types.  (See Appendix – MA 2011 Table 2) 

 Use estimation/rounding to judge the reasonableness of your answer. 

 Represent division of unit fraction by a whole number and division of a unit fraction 

by a whole number using visual fraction models. 

 

 

                                                 
1
 Students able to multiply fractions in general can develop strategies to divide fractions in general, by reasoning about the relationship between multiplication and division. But 

division of a fraction by a fraction is not a requirement at this grade. 
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APRIL (April 1 to April 30) 

 

Domains: Number and Operations in Base Ten, Operations and Algebraic Thinking, Measurement and Data, Number and Operations – Fractions 
 

Unit 7B: Fractions and Division…  continued 
Standards: Teaching Resources 

Cluster Heading:  Represent and interpret data. 

5.MD.2  Make a line plot to display a data set of measurements in fractions of a unit 

(1/2, 1/4, 1/8). Use operations on fractions for this grade to solve problems 

involving information presented in line plots. For example, given different 

measurements of liquid in identical beakers, find the amount of liquid each beaker 

would contain if the total amount in all the beakers were redistributed equally. 

See Appendix – sample line plot with fractional units  

 

Additional website resources on page 1 of the map. As we 

gain familiarity with the new core standards, additional 

resources will become available. 

 

Suggested websites: http://katm.org/wp/?page_id=91 

(Grade 5 flipbook)  

 

 See Appendix – sample line plot with fractional units  

 Construct, label, and analyze line plots. 

 Determine questions that may or may not be answered from a line plot. 

 Answer questions using data from a line plot. 

 Add and subtract fractional units displayed on a line plot in order to solve 

problems. 

 Given four beakers with varying liquid measurements of 1/8,1/4,1/2, and 1/8 

cups, students can correctly find the amount of liquid each beaker would 

contain if the total amount in all the beakers were redistributed equally (find the 

mean)  - ¼ of a cup for each. 

 

EARLY MAY TO MID-MAY (May 1 to May 8) 

 

Review for end of year testing – (if curriculum units have been completed) 

All standards and areas of concern based on data analysis from informal and formal assessments 
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Domains:  ALL 

PARCC Testing 

Mathematics Grade 5 
Performance Based Assessment (PBA): March 16-April 10  computer-based,  March 23 – April 3 paper-based  

                       End of Year assessment (EOY): May 4 – 29 – computer-based,   May 11 – 22 paper-based 

 

 

 

LATE MAY to END OF YEAR  (End of PARCC Testing -  Last day of school) 

 

REVIEW AND EXTEND 5
TH

 GRADE CURRICULUM 
In grade 5, instructional time focused on three critical areas:  (1) developing fluency with addition and subtraction of fractions, and 

developing understanding of the multiplication of fractions and of division of fractions in limited cases (unit fractions divided by whole 

numbers and whole numbers divided by unit fractions); (2) extending division to 2-digit divisors, integrating decimal fractions into the 

place value system and developing understanding of operations with decimals to hundredths, and developing fluency with whole number 

and decimal operations; and (3) developing understanding of volume.  We suggest that you review the following standards: 

Standards: Reference from PARCC document: 

 5.NBT.1 The extension of the place value system form whole numbers to decimals is a major intellectual accomplishment involving 

understanding and skill with base-ten units and fractions. 

 5.NBT.6 The extension from one-digit divisors to two-digit divisors requires care.  This is a major milestone along the way to reaching 

fluency with the standard algorithm in grade 6 (6.NS.2). 

 5.NF.2 When students meet this standard, they bring together the threads of fraction equivalence (grades 3-5) and addition and 

subtraction (grades K-4) to fully extend addition and subtraction to fractions. 

 5.NF.4 When students meet this standard, they fully extend multiplication to fractions, making division of fractions in grade 6 

(6.NS.1) a near target. 

 5.MD.5 Students work with volume as an attribute of a solid figure and as a measurement quantity.  Students also relate volume to 

multiplication and addition.  This work begins a progression leading to valuable skills in geometric measurement in middle 

school. 
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REVIEW AND EXTEND 5
TH

 GRADE CURRICULUM 

Additional standards that need to be addressed based on assessment data: 

   

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

JUNE 

 

FINAL ASSESSMENTS  

Basic Fact Fluency Assessment 

Final District Math Benchmark Assessment  
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APPENDIX 

 

                            FROM MA. MATH 2011 CURRICULUM: 

 TABLE 1 

 TABLE 2 

 MATH ONLINE RESOURCES 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

TABLE 1. Common addition and subtraction situations.
1
 

                                                 
1
 Adapted from Box 2-4 of Mathematics Learning in Early Childhood, National Research Council (2009, pp. 32, 33). 

2 These take apart situations can be used to show all the decompositions of a given number. The associated equations, which have the total on the left of the equal sign, help children 

understand that the = sign does not always mean makes or results in but always does mean is the same number as. 
3 Either addend can be unknown, so there are three variations of these problem situations.  Both Addends Unknown is a productive extension of this basic situation especially for small 

numbers less than or equal to 10. 
4 For the Bigger Unknown or Smaller Unknown situations, one version directs the correct operation (the version using more for the bigger unknown and using less for the smaller 

unknown). The other versions are more difficult. 

 Result Unknown Change Unknown Start Unknown 

Add to 

Two bunnies sat on the grass. Three 

more bunnies hopped there. How many 

bunnies are on the grass now? 

2 + 3 = ? 

Two bunnies were sitting on the grass. 

Some more bunnies hopped there. Then 

there were five bunnies. How many bunnies 

hopped over to the first two? 

2 + ? = 5 

Some bunnies were sitting on the grass. 

Three more bunnies hopped there. Then 

there were five bunnies. How many 

bunnies were on the grass before? 

? + 3 = 5 

Take from  

Five apples were on the table. I ate two 

apples. How many apples are on the 

table now? 

5 – 2 = ? 

Five apples were on the table. I ate some 

apples. Then there were three apples. How 

many apples did I eat? 

5 – ? = 3 

Some apples were on the table. I ate two 

apples. Then there were three apples. 

How many apples were on the table 

before?               ? – 2 = 3 

    

 Total Unknown Addend Unknown Both Addends Unknown
2
 

Put Together/ Take Apart
3
 

Three red apples and two green apples 

are on the table. How many apples are on 

the table? 

3 + 2 = ? 

Five apples are on the table. Three are red 

and the rest are green. How many apples are 

green? 

3 + ? = 5,  5 – 3 = ? 

Grandma has five flowers. How many can 

she put in her red vase and how many in 

her blue vase?       5 = 0 + 5, 5 = 5 + 0 

                       5 = 1 + 4, 5 = 4 + 1 

                        5 = 2 + 3, 5 = 3 + 2 

    

 Difference Unknown Bigger Unknown Smaller Unknown 

Compare
4
 

(“How many more?” version): 

Lucy has two apples. Julie has five 

apples. How many more apples does 

Julie have than Lucy?  
 

(“How many fewer?” version): 

Lucy has two apples. Julie has five 

apples. How many fewer apples does 

Lucy have than Julie?  2 + ? = 5,  5 – 2 = ? 

(Version with “more”): 

Julie has three more apples than Lucy. Lucy 

has two apples. How many apples does 

Julie have?  
 

(Version with “fewer”): 

Lucy has 3 fewer apples than Julie. Lucy 

has two apples. How many apples does 

Julie have?          2 + 3 = ?,  3 + 2 = ? 

(Version with “more”): 

Julie has three more apples than Lucy. 

Julie has five apples. How many apples 

does Lucy have?  
 

(Version with “fewer”): 

Lucy has 3 fewer apples than Julie.  Julie 

has five apples. How many apples does 

Lucy have?          5 – 3 = ?,  ? + 3 = 5 



 

TABLE 2. Common multiplication and division situations.
5
 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
5 The first examples in each cell are examples of discrete things. These are easier for students and should be given before the measurement examples. 
6 The language in the array examples shows the easiest form of array problems. A harder form is to use the terms rows and columns:  The apples in the grocery window are in 3 rows and 6 

columns.  How many apples are in there?  Both forms are valuable. 
7 Area involves arrays of squares that have been pushed together so that there are no gaps or overlaps, so array problems include these especially important measurement situations. 

 

Unknown Product Group Size Unknown 

(“How many in each group?” Division) 
Number of Groups Unknown 

(“How many groups?”  

Division) 

 3  6 = ? 3  ? = 18 and 18  3 = ? ?  6 = 18 and 18  6 = ? 

Equal Groups 

There are 3 bags with 6 plums in each bag. How 

many plums are there in all? 

Measurement example. You need 3 lengths of 

string, each 6 inches long. How much string will 

you need altogether? 

If 18 plums are shared equally into 3 bags, 

then how many plums will be in each bag? 

Measurement example. You have 18 inches 

of string, which you will cut into 3 equal 

pieces. How long will each piece of string 

be?  

If 18 plums are to be packed 6 to a bag, 

then how many bags are needed? 

Measurement example. You have 18 

inches of string, which you will cut into 

pieces that are 6 inches long. How many 

pieces of string will you have? 

Arrays,
6
 Area

7
 

There are 3 rows of apples with 6 apples in each 

row. How many apples are there? 

Area example. What is the area of a 3 cm by 6 cm 

rectangle? 

If 18 apples are arranged into 3 equal rows, 

how many apples will be in each row? 

Area example. A rectangle has area 18 

square centimeters. If one side is 3 cm long, 

how long is a side next to it? 

If 18 apples are arranged into equal rows 

of 6 apples, how many rows will there 

be? 

Area example. A rectangle has area 18 

square centimeters. If one side is 6 cm 

long, how long is a side next to it? 

Compare 

A blue hat costs $6. A red hat costs 3 times as 

much as the blue hat. How much does the red hat 

cost? 

Measurement example. A rubber band is 6 cm 

long. How long will the rubber band be when it is 

stretched to be 3 times as long? 

A red hat costs $18 and that is 3 times as 

much as a blue hat costs. How much does a 

blue hat cost? 

Measurement example. A rubber band is 

stretched to be 18 cm long and that is 3 

times as long as it was at first. How long 

was the rubber band at first? 

A red hat costs $18 and a blue hat costs 

$6. How many times as much does the 

red hat cost as the blue hat? 

Measurement example. A rubber band 

was 6 cm long at first. Now it is stretched 

to be 18 cm long. How many times as 

long is the rubber band now as it was at 

first? 

General a  b = ? a  ? = p and p  a = ? ?  b = p and p  b = ? 



Math Online Resources for K-5 –  

Below is a listing of some websites that provide valuable resources to support math instruction.  The list is only a partial list of the many online 

resources for teachers now becoming available.  Additional links to websites are also included in grade level maps.  Please add others as you 

find appropriate.   

Website Description 
http://www.doe.mass.edu/frameworks/math/0311.pdf Massachusetts 2011 Mathematics Curriculum Frameworks, which incorporate the Common Core State 

Standards for content and the standards of mathematical practice.   

http://www.doe.mass.edu/candi/model/files.html Model Curriculum Units for ELA and Math developed by teachers and administrators in Massachusetts as 

examples of instructional units aligned to our standards and the Common Core State Standards.  Units 

include unit plans, standards-based lesson plans, assessments, student handouts, etc. 

www.parcconline.org/samples/item-task-prototypes 

 

click on a grade and content area listed on the left 

PARCC's sample items - The Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and 

Careers (PARCC) has released a new set of sample test items in English language arts/literacy 

and mathematics. These sample items will help schools prepare their students for the new 

PARCC assessments. With this new set, PARCC now has posted over 70 sample items on its 

website in grades 3–11 in both subjects. 

 www.wida.us WIDA standards for ELL students include specific standards for content areas such as math.  This website 

has a downloadable library of helpful resources and information for teachers.   

 http://katm.org/wp/?page_id=91 Grade level “flip books” with suggestions for integration of Standards for Math Practice for each standard, 

explanation of the content standard, instructional strategy recommendations, student misconceptions to 

address, etc.  Developed with NC, Ohio, and Arizona departments of education. 

http://www.k-5mathteachingresources.com/ This site provides an extensive collection of free resources, math games, and hands-on math activities 

aligned with the Common Core State Standards for Mathematics. Math printables are suitable for use in 

math centers, small group or whole class settings. 

http://nlvm.use.edu National Library of Virtual Manipulatives provides grade level appropriate learning activities for most 

major math concepts in our standards.  The activities are easy to follow and can provide support for teaching 

a concept, practice, assessment, or for homework help.  Students can access the site from home as well. 

https://www.teachingchannel.org/ You will need to register for this site but there is no cost.  The Teaching Channel videos are very helpful to 

teachers, parents, and administrators and there are many classroom examples that highlight the Common 

Core standards for content and math practice. 

http://illuminations.nctm.org/ This website has grade level resources for lessons, online activities, etc. that are standards-based.  The 

website has been developed by the National Council for Teachers of Mathematics - NCTM 

www.mathsolutions.com  Marilyn Burns Associates provides lesson plans and instructional resources for teachers aligned to the 

common core. 
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